CORRECTION

Correction to: 1039 Receiving Assistance from Domestic Robots: What are Elders’ Preferences?

This is a correction to: L Y K Lee, C K Yeung, C W Choi, M N Leung, S Y Lui, W Y Tam, K Y Tang, C S Wong, Y S Wong, C Y Yau, T L Yeung, J K L Lee, D L K Chui, 1039 Receiving Assistance from Domestic Robots: What are Elders’ Preferences? Age and Ageing, Volume 51, Issue Supplement_2, June 2022, afac126.089, https://doi.org/10.1093/ageing/afac126.089

In the originally published version of this supplement issue, abstract afac126.089 was inadvertently omitted.

This error has been corrected.